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Abstract—Ultrasound color flow maps are made by estimating the velocities line by line over the region of interest. For each velocity estimate, multiple repetitions are needed. This sets a limit on the frame rate, which becomes increasingly severe when imaging deeper lying structures or when simultaneously acquiring spectrogram data for triplex imaging. This paper proposes a method for decreasing the data acquisition time by simultaneously sampling multiple lines for color flow maps, using narrow band signals with approximately disjoint spectral support. The signals are separated in the receiver by filters matched to the emitted waveforms, producing a number of data sets with different center frequencies. The autocorrelation estimator is then applied to each of the data sets. The method is presented, various side effects are considered, and the method is tested on data from a recirculating flow phantom. A mean standard deviation across the flow profile of 3.1, 2.5, and 2.1% of the peak velocity was found for bands at 5 MHz, 7 MHz, and 9 MHz, respectively. Alternatively, the method can be used for simultaneously sampling data for a color flow map and for multiple spectrograms using different spectral bands. Using three spectral bands, data for a color flow map and two independent spectrograms can be acquired at the time normally spent on acquiring data for a color flow map only. This yields an expansion of triplex imaging called multi-frequency quadroplex imaging, which enables study of the flow over an arterial stenosis by simultaneously acquiring spectrograms on both sides of the stenosis, while maintaining the color flow map. The method was tested in vivo on data from the common carotid artery of a healthy male volunteer, both for fast color flow mapping and for multi-frequency quadroplex imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of the autocorrelation estimator for ultrasonic blood flow imaging by Kasai et al. [1] in the mid-1980s, it has been possible to create full color flow maps (CFM) in real time. The method is robust and fairly simple to implement. The velocities are estimated line by line over the region of interest, and for each line, repeated transmissions are needed. The performance of the estimator is closely linked to the number of repetitions used to form the estimate [2]. An inherent trade-off between frame rate and performance therefore exist. When imaging deep structures such as the heart, this might severely affect either the performance or the frame rate. Also, in the triplex imaging mode where both CFM data and a spectrogram are shown, the time for data acquisition must be divided between multiple sets of data, increasing the significance of this problem even further.

The autocorrelation estimator essentially assumes a narrow-band signal, and the variance of the velocity estimates decreases as the bandwidth is decreased [2]. Therefore, a long sinusoidal narrow-band pulse is used for CFM. Nevertheless, ultrasound transducers are often designed fairly wide-band to ensure good resolution in B-mode images. Using only a narrow frequency band for collecting CFM data does not exploit the available bandwidth efficiently.

Numerous wide-band estimators have been proposed for ultrasonic blood velocity estimation including cross-correlation [3], maximum likelihood estimation [4], two-dimensional Fourier transformation methods [5], [6], among others. Common for all these methods is increased computational complexity, which is probably the reason why the autocorrelation approach is still the most used estimator in commercial equipment. Use of the wide band of the transducer has also been proposed for improving the velocity estimates in the autocorrelation approach by emitting a broad-band pulse [7]. The received signals are then filtered into numerous narrow bands, and the velocity is estimated in each band. The velocity estimates can then be combined to form a better estimate [8] by, for instance, averaging. Still, none of these methods directly address the limitation set by the time needed for data acquisition.

Parallel receive beamforming has been proposed for decreasing the time spent on data acquisition for B-mode images [9]. Here a broadly focused transmit beam is emitted, and multiple receive beams are generated simultaneously by steering the beams in slightly different directions. This method has also been investigated for blood flow estimation applications [10].

This paper proposes a method for significantly decreasing the time spent on data collection for CFM by simultaneously sampling multiple lines using different frequency bands. The signals are then separated in the receiver by a simple filtering operation and the autocorrelation estimator is applied. The number of frequency bands M used depends on the available transducer bandwidth and the intensity limits set by the Food and Drug Administration [11]. The total time spent on CFM data acquisition will decrease by a factor of M, potentially increasing the frame rate by a factor of M. Alternatively, the proposed...
method can be used for simultaneously acquiring CFM data and spectrogram data for triplex imaging. This paper will demonstrate how data for an extension of triplex imaging, namely, multi-frequency quadruplex (MFQ) imaging featuring two independent spectrograms and a CFM, can be acquired during the time normally spent on acquiring a CFM.  

While the parallel receive beamforming presented in [9] is limited to sampling of closely spaced lines within the transmitted beam, the proposed method provides a larger flexibility in where data are sampled. Ultimately, the two methods could be combined, yielding either the possibility of a very high frame rate of CFMs, or introducing the possibility of making CFMs of 3D volumes at an acceptable frame rate.

Simultaneously transmitting multiple frequency bands in ultrasound imaging from different spatial locations and separating the signals in the receiver is not a new concept. It has previously been used for frequency division in synthetic transmit aperture imaging, where a broadband pulse is synthesized using multiple narrow-band signals [12], and for directional velocity estimation in synthetic transmit aperture ultrasound [13]. In this paper, no broadband synthesis is performed, but the narrow-band signals are essentially used directly in the autocorrelation estimator and for spectral estimation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a short review of the autocorrelation method and spectral velocity estimation and describes the proposed encoding method. In Section III, the proposed method is tested quantitatively in a flow phantom, both for simultaneous sampling of multiple CFM lines and for MFQ imaging, and Section IV presents in vivo results from the common carotid artery of a healthy male volunteer. The method is finally discussed in Section V.

II. Theory

A. Autocorrelation Estimator

The autocorrelation method for ultrasonic blood flow imaging was first introduced by Kasai et al. [1]. Narrow-band pulses are repeatedly emitted along the same direction, and the received RF data are Hilbert transformed to the in-phase and quadrature component. This results in a complex matrix \( y(l, i) \), where \( i \) is the transmission number and \( l \) is the sample index along the RF line corresponding to depth \( d_l = c/2f_l \). The axial velocity at a given depth can be estimated as [1]

\[
v_z = -\frac{c f_{prf}}{4\pi f_0} \arctan \left( \frac{\Re\{R(1)\}}{\Im\{R(1)\}} \right),
\]

where \( c \) is the speed of sound, \( f_{prf} \) is the pulse repetition frequency, \( f_0 \) is the center frequency of the emitted narrow-band signal, and \( R(1) \) is the complex autocorrelation function of \( y(l, i) \) at lag 1, evaluated at a certain depth corresponding to \( l = L_d \). This autocorrelation function can be estimated by

\[
\hat{R}(1) = \frac{1}{(N - 1)N_l} \sum_{l=0}^{N_l-1} \sum_{i=0}^{N-2} y(l + L_d, i)y^*(l + L_d, i + 1),
\]

which includes an averaging over \( N_l \) RF samples. This has been shown to lower the variance of the estimated autocorrelation function, and thereby increase the accuracy of the velocity estimate [14].

By demanding that a whole period of the signal be observed to distinguish the flow signal from that of a stationary structure, the minimum detectable velocity of an autocorrelation estimator is given by [2]

\[
v_{\min} = \frac{c f_{prf}}{2N f_0},
\]

This is a quite conservative demand, and \( v_{\min} \) is not considered a rigid limit. According to the Nyquist sampling theorem, the maximum detectable velocity of an autocorrelation estimator is [2]

\[
v_{\max} = \frac{c f_{prf}}{2f_0 + B},
\]

where \( B \) is the bandwidth of the emitted signal. The variance of the velocity estimate, assuming a constant velocity, and under the assumption that no noise is present, can be approximated by [2]

\[
\sigma^2 = \frac{c f_{prf}^2}{4\pi^2 f_0^2 T |v_z|},
\]

where \( T \) is the duration of the emitted pulse.

B. Spectral Velocity Estimation

A spectrogram displays variation of the spectral content of the slow-time signal over time, thereby yielding a direct measure of the axial velocity of the moving blood. It can be estimated from the complex signal matrix \( y(l, i) \) when the number of observations is sufficiently high. At a certain time instance \( t = k/f_{prf} \), the power spectrum over pulse repetitions is estimated from \( N_p \) pulse repetitions and averaged over a number of RF samples \( N_l \), which is known as the range gate. The segment size \( N_p \) is chosen low enough to capture the frequency variations over time and high enough to give an acceptable spectral resolution. A window \( w(i) \) is often applied to the data prior to the Fourier transform. The estimated power spectral density is given by

\[
\hat{P}_y(f_p, k) = \frac{1}{N_l} \sum_{l=0}^{N_l-1} \left| \sum_{i=0}^{N_p-1} w(i)y(l + L_d, i + k)e^{-j2\pi f_p i/f_{prf}} \right|^2,
\]

where

\[
\hat{P}_y(f_p, k) = \frac{1}{N_l} \sum_{l=0}^{N_l-1} \left| \sum_{i=0}^{N_p-1} w(i)y(l + L_d, i + k)e^{-j2\pi f_p i/f_{prf}} \right|^2.
\]

\[
\hat{P}_y(f_p, k) = \frac{1}{N_l} \sum_{l=0}^{N_l-1} \left| \sum_{i=0}^{N_p-1} w(i)y(l + L_d, i + k)e^{-j2\pi f_p i/f_{prf}} \right|^2.
\]
is a function of frequency \( f \) and time given by pulse repetition number \( k \). Using a Hamming window given by

\[
w(i) = 0.54 - 0.46 \cos\left(\frac{2\pi i}{N-1}\right), \quad i = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 1
\]

will lower the spectral side-lobes, coming from the limited observation time, to approximately –40 dB.

The estimated power spectrum is displayed as brightness on a logarithmic scale, with the frequency axis vertically and the time axis horizontally. The frequency axis is often scaled to give the axial velocity estimate through

\[
v_z = \frac{c}{2f_0}f_p,
\]

visualizing the changes in the axial velocities within the range gate over time. A spatial velocity distribution within the range gate will result in a broadening of the power spectrum [1]. Due to the sampling of the slow-time signal with sampling frequency \( f_{prf} \), the power spectrum \( \hat{P}_y(f_p,k) \) has repetitions at all integer multiples of \( f_{prf} \).

C. Spatial Encoding Using Frequency Division

The proposed method aims at increasing the frame rate of color flow mapping by simultaneously sampling data for multiple lines in the CFM. Fig. 1 (left) shows a linear array transducer simultaneously emitting \( M = 3 \) different pulses \( p_1(t), p_2(t), \) and \( p_3(t) \) using different subapertures. If it is assumed that the signals can be separated in the receiver, three different lines can be beamformed after each emission. The emission is repeated \( N \) times at a given pulse repetition frequency \( f_{prf} \), and three lines in the CFM are created using the autocorrelation estimator [1]. The transmitting subapertures are slid and the emissions are repeated until data for the entire CFM are collected. The

time used for collecting data will, in this example, be only a third of that normally used.

Alternatively, the CFM data can be acquired as is usually done, using one narrow-band signal \( p_1(t) \). Simultaneously, data for two spectrograms can be acquired using the signals \( p_2(t) \) and \( p_3(t) \). These signals are repeatedly emitted from the same subapertures, continuously sampling along the same lines. Thus, a CFM and two spectrograms are acquired simultaneously, yielding an expansion of triplex imaging called multi-frequency quadroplex (MFQ) imaging. The data acquisition time will equal that normally spent on acquiring a CFM. At some point, a transducer element will be required to emit both a delayed version of \( p_1(t) \) and, for instance, \( p_2(t) \). To use the entire amplitude range while emitting each signal, \( p_2(t) \) and \( p_3(t) \) are delayed so that they are emitted later than \( p_1(t) \).

The emitted signals \( p_1(t), p_2(t), \) and \( p_3(t) \) are designed as simple narrow-band pulses at different frequencies. They are given by

\[
p_m(t) = w(t)\sin(2\pi f_m t), \quad 0 < t < T
\]

for \( m = [1, 2, 3], \) where \( f_m \) is the center frequency of the \( m \)th signal, and \( T \) is the pulse duration. The term \( w(t) \) is a window designed to reduce the spectral leakages into the other bands. A window giving good spectral side-lobe suppression is the Hamming window,

\[
w(t) = 0.54 - 0.46 \cos\left(\frac{2\pi t}{T}\right), \quad 0 < t < T,
\]

which has spectral side-lobes below –40 dB. In the receiver, the signals are then separated by filters matched to the emitted signals

\[
h_m(t) = p_m(T - t), \quad 0 < t < T.
\]

Other more advanced design methods could, of course, be used for designing the signals and filters. This will be considered in Section II-D. The number of pulses \( M \), which can be emitted, is determined by the transducer bandwidth compared to the bandwidth of the signals \( p_m(t) \). Fig. 2 shows the transfer function of a commercial linear array transducer (thick line), and the amplitude spectra of three signals \( p_1(t), p_2(t), \) and \( p_3(t), \) using \( f_m = [5, 7, 9] \) MHz and \( T = 2 \) µs (thin lines). The spectral leakage is below –40 dB for all bands.

The minimum detectable velocity is now limited by the lowest frequency band, centered at \( f_1 \),

\[
v_{\text{min}} = \frac{c}{2} \frac{f_{prf}}{N f_1},
\]

and the maximum detectable velocity is limited by the highest frequency band \( f_M \),

\[
v_{\text{max}} = \frac{c}{2} \frac{f_{prf}}{2f_M + B}.
\]
Fig. 2. The two-way system transfer function and the amplitude spectra of the three emitted pulses.

Fig. 3. A comparison of the signal \( p_2(t) \) in (9) to a Parks-McClellan design and a least squares design. The left column shows the signals in the time domain, while the right column shows them in the frequency domain. The top row shows the signal \( p_2(t) \), the middle row shows the Park-McClellan design, and the bottom row shows the least squares design.

The increased frame rate, thus, comes at the expense of a slightly decreased velocity range compared to a single narrow-band pulse. This will be further elaborated on in Section V. Furthermore, the method requires \( M \) parallel beamformers, which are incorporated in most commercial high-end scanners at present, and a matched filtration of the channel RF data. This will also be addressed in Section V.

D. Signal and Filter Design

To quantify the design of the signals \( p_m(t) \) and the corresponding matched filters \( h_m(t) \), the \( p_2(t) \) signal is compared to a Parks-McClellan design [15] and least squares design [16] in Fig. 3. The left column shows the signals in the time domain, while the right column shows them in the frequency domain. The signal duration was maintained at \( T = 2 \mu s \), the center frequency at \( f_2 = 7 \text{ MHz} \), and the maximum side-lobe level at −40 dB, while the −40 dB bandwidth was minimized. The signal given by (9) and the least squares design both had a bandwidth of 1.89 MHz, while a slight improvement was attained using the Parks-MacClellan design, where a −40 dB bandwidth of 1.79 MHz was seen. This comes at the expense of increased far side-lobes compared to the reference. The signals given by (9) are therefore used in all of the measurements presented in this paper.

III. PHANTOM EXPERIMENTS

A. Simultaneous Sampling of Multiple CFM Lines

The method was tested in a recirculating flow rig, where a blood mimicking fluid was pumped at a constant velocity through a rubber tube submerged in a water tank. The tube had an internal radius of \( R = 6 \text{ mm} \). The fluid passed a 1 meter long straight metal tube with the same radius prior to entering the rubber tube, and the Reynolds number was kept below 300, both to ensure a parabolic flow profile. The transducer was mounted in the water tank with the transducer surface \( z_0 = 33.5 \text{ mm} \) above the tube center and with a \( \theta = 60^\circ \) angle between the beam axis and the flow direction. The axial component of the velocity \( v_z(z) \) at the center axis of the transducer was assumed to be parabolic and centered at \( z = z_0 \). It is given by

\[
v_z(z) = \left(1 - \frac{(z - z_0)^2}{(R/\sin \theta)^2}\right)v_0 \cos \theta,
\]

where \( v_0 = 0.1 \text{ m/s} \) is the peak velocity along the flow direction. The physical setup of the phantom experiment is shown in Fig. 4, which also shows the definition of the depth \( z_0 \), the tube radius \( R \), and the beam-to-flow angle \( \theta \).

The data acquisition was performed using a 128-element linear array transducer and the RASMUS multi-channel
TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED FOR THE PHANTOM EXPERIMENT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transducer type</td>
<td>Linear array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of transducer elements</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transducer element pitch</td>
<td>0.26 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transducer element height</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation focus</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer function</td>
<td>See Fig. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit focus depth</td>
<td>28.7 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of transmit bands, (M)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center frequencies, (f_1, f_2,) and (f_3)</td>
<td>5, 7, and 9 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse duration, (T)</td>
<td>2 (\mu)s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude tapering</td>
<td>Hamming window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of emit. elements/(M)</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit apodization</td>
<td>Tukey window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of receiving elements</td>
<td>128 (2 (\times) 64 through multiplexing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive apodization</td>
<td>Hanning window (over 64 elem. cnt. around the current image line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling frequency, (f_s)</td>
<td>40 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse repetition frequency, (f_{prf})</td>
<td>1.65 kHz (3.3 kHz incl. multiplex)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of shots per estimate, (N)</td>
<td>32 (64 incl. multiplexing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutter filtering</td>
<td>Subtracting mean of (N) signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of CFM lines created</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-line spacing</td>
<td>0.52 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitions of entire sequence</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal tube radius</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth to tube center</td>
<td>33.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak velocity</td>
<td>0.1 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow angle (\theta) (w.r.t. depth axis)</td>
<td>60°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Three resulting velocity profiles made at different frequency bands. The plot shows the expected velocity profile (thick line), the average of 17 profiles (thin line), and three times the standard deviation of the 17 profiles (dashed line).

TABLE II
THE AVERAGE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE VELOCITY ESTIMATES MADE AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCY BANDS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency band</th>
<th>Mean standard deviation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 MHz</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 MHz</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 MHz</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The standard deviations are given in % of the true peak velocity \(v_0 = 0.1\) m/s.

At present, triplex imaging is possible only at very low frame rates due to the switching between acquisition of CFM data and spectrogram data. The proposed method can be used to solve this problem. By acquiring data for the CFM in one frequency band and simultaneously acquiring the spectrogram data in another frequency band, this switching is no longer needed. If all three bands shown in Fig. 2 are used, a CFM can be created while data from two range gates are simultaneously acquired. This yields an MFQ image. Fig. 6 shows an MFQ image made in the flow rig described in Section III-A. The CFM in the top plot was made from the 5-MHz band using \(N = 16\) repetitions per line (32 including multiplexing), while the leftmost spectrogram was made using the 7-MHz band, and the rightmost spectrogram using the 9-MHz band. The transmit focus was set at 30 mm, a peak velocity of \(v_0 = 15\) cm/s was used, and the pulse repetition frequency was set at 1.65 kHz (3.3 kHz incl. multiplexing).
$f_{prf} = 1.2$ kHz. The remaining parameters were set as given in Table I. The spectrograms in Fig. 6 were made in a 1-mm range gate using $N_s = 64$ hamming weighted pulse repetition samples per estimate. The processing was done as described in Section II-B. The expected axial peak velocity was $v_z = v_0 \cos(\theta) = 7.5$ cm/s.

IV. In Vivo Experiments

A. Simultaneous Sampling of Multiple CFM Lines

The method was also tested for in vivo applications. Approximately 1.5 seconds of data from the common carotid artery of a healthy 31-year-old male were acquired. The parameters of Table I were used except the depth of focus was set at 15 mm, and the pulse repetition frequency $f_{prf}$ was set at 12 kHz (24 kHz including multiplexing), giving a maximum detectable velocity of $v_{max} = 0.46$ m/s. The emitted signals were those shown in Fig. 2 and the different narrow-band signals were used in regions as shown in Fig. 4. After acquisition of each flow data frame, a B-mode image was acquired in order to create complete color flow maps.

Fig. 7 shows a frame from diastole. No post-processing is applied to the velocity estimates. The flow has a parabolic tendency and no boundary effect is seen between the three regions operating at different center frequencies. A few erroneous estimates are seen in the highest frequency band (right part). Since a larger attenuation will be experienced for the higher frequency bands, this could be a result of decreased SNR.

Fig. 8 shows a frame from systole. Again, no distinct boundaries are seen but the highest frequency band seems to display a slightly degraded performance compared to the lower frequency bands. Nevertheless, due to the order of data acquisition, boundaries will be seen during acceleration. Fig. 9 shows a frame during the early systolic accelerating phase. Here the boundaries are clearly visible.

B. Multi-Frequency Quadroplex Imaging

The MFQ imaging was also tested in vivo using a pulse repetition frequency of $f_{prf} = 12$ kHz (24 kHz including multiplexing) and a transmit focus depth of 15 mm. Two examples from the common carotid artery are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 during systole and diastole, respectively. Also here, the CFM data are acquired using the 5-MHz band, while the leftmost spectrogram is made using the 7-MHz band, and the rightmost using the 9-MHz band. The emission of the spectrogram waveforms is slightly delayed in time, as described in Section II-C. Thereby the same transducer element can be used for both emitting the CFM pulse (first, at 5 MHz) and the spectrogram pulse (second, at 7 or 9 MHz) at full amplitude range. The spectrogram data can therefore not be sampled at the very bottom of the image and the CFM data cannot be sampled at the very top of the image. The ordering could, of course, be interchanged if desired. The CFM is composed of 33 lines, each sampled 16 times (32 including multiplexing), and the B-mode image is made from 65 emissions. This gives a frame rate of 21.4 Hz. Each spectrogram estimate was made from 64 lines using the method described in Section II-B. While the B-mode data were acquired (which happens 21.4 times each second), no spectrogram data were available. This is a result of the B-mode emissions using the entire transducer bandwidth. In Fig. 10, this is seen as gaps in the spectrogram. These gaps are not inherent for the proposed method, but are dependent on how the emissions are ordered. There are multiple ways of avoiding these gaps. One is to interleave the B-mode emissions and the flow data emissions, which decreases the effective pulse repetition frequency by a factor of 2. Another method was proposed by Kristoffersen and Angelsen [18], where a synthetic data segment was created, using filtering of white noise by a filter generated from the spectrogram data. Finally, the power spectrum can be estimated through the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation, which can be estimated from sparse data sequences [19].

The MFQ imaging mode yields the possibility of studying the change in flow over an arterial stenosis by placing a range gate at both sides of the stenosis and monitoring the flow over time while still maintaining the CFM. An almost two-second movie has been made from this data set where the MFQ is created at a frame rate of 21.4 Hz. If receive multiplexing was not needed (if all 128 receiving elements could be sampled simultaneously), an MFQ with a frame rate of 42.8 Hz would be possible for the current region of interest.

V. Discussion

The simultaneous sampling of multiple lines using different frequency bands was described in Section II-C assuming the use of three narrow-band signals. The number of bands used depends on both the available transducer bandwidth and the intensity limits set by the Food and Drug Administration. When simultaneously sampling $M$ different frequency bands, the time spent on data acquisition will be $1/M$ times the time normally spent. But the method results in a number of side effects, which must be considered.

First, the method requires an increase in hardware complexity. In order to beamform $M$ lines at each emission, $M$ parallel beamformers are needed, and the emission of multiple beams simultaneously in the transmitting front-end must be supported. Since most commercial high-end scanners at present have multiple parallel beamformers, the problem is already partly solved. Furthermore, the matched filters have to be applied directly to the sampled channel RF data in order to separate the $M$ signals. In other words, the method translates a physical problem related to the propagation speed of sound into a problem of increased processing complexity. While the speed of sound
Fig. 6. Multi-frequency quadraplex image from the flow rig. The upper image shows the color flow map using the 5-MHz band, the left spectral Doppler shows the 7-MHz band using the leftmost range gate, and the right spectral Doppler shows the 9-MHz band using the rightmost range gate.

Fig. 7. Color flow map of the common carotid artery at diastole, made using the proposed method.

Fig. 8. Color flow map of the common carotid artery at systole, made using the proposed method.

Fig. 9. Color flow map of the common carotid artery during acceleration, made using the proposed method.

Fig. 10. Multi-frequency quadraplex image of the common carotid artery during systole. The upper image shows the color flow map using the 5-MHz band, the left spectral Doppler shows the 7-MHz band using the leftmost range gate, and the right spectral Doppler shows the 9-MHz band using the rightmost range gate.

Fig. 11. Multi-frequency quadraplex image of the common carotid artery during diastole.
Second, the performance of the velocity estimator is dependent on the center frequency of the narrow band as given by (5). This states that for the noiseless case, the variance decreases with $1/f_0^2$. The variance at lower bands will, thus, be larger than that at higher bands, assuming no noise. At the same time, the frequency-dependent attenuation will lower the signal-to-noise ratio at higher frequency bands, which result in decreased performance of the autocorrelation estimator at higher frequency bands. The two mechanisms essentially work against each other and, depending on the depth of investigation and the type of tissue, one band will show better performance than the other.

Third, the range of velocities that can be estimated depends on the center frequency of the emitted pulse as given by (3) and (4). When using multiple frequency bands, the minimum detectable velocity will be determined by the lowest frequency band as given by (12), and the maximum detectable velocity will be given by the aliasing limit of the highest frequency band as in (13). This sets additional limits on the velocity range, and must be considered when the number of frequency bands are chosen and the emitted signals are designed. However, there is a way to work around this limitation. In commercial scanners, a filter is often applied to the velocity estimates prior to display. This could, for instance, be a median filter to remove erroneous estimates. If the frequency bands are switched when the subapertures are slid (going from the left part to the right part of Fig. 1), consecutive CFM lines are made at different frequencies. By applying a median filter of lateral size $M$ to the velocity estimates, erroneous estimates generated by a single frequency band could be removed. If we, for instance, consider the example of $M = 3$ frequency bands, it would not matter if the lowest frequency band drown in clutter or there is aliasing in the highest frequency band. This also ensures homogenous appearance of the CFM in spite of the difference of performance in the various frequency bands.

The parallel receive beamforming approach presented in [9] was restricted to beamforming closely spaced lines within the transmit beam width. The approach presented in this paper gives full flexibility of which lines are sampled, since the data acquired in different frequency bands are totally independent. However, the presented method, in contrast to the method in [9], can be used only for sampling within a narrow frequency band, and is therefore appropriate only for narrow-band applications such as velocity estimation, and not, for instance, for B-mode imaging. The method has its main advantages in applications such as MFQ imaging, where the data must be independent. Nevertheless, the two methods do not exclude each other. By combining the two methods and sampling $K$ parallel receive lines within each of the $M$ frequency bands, the data acquisition time will decrease by a factor of $K M$. At present, CFMs of three-dimensional volumes make use of ECG-gating for achieving a sufficient frame rate. The modality is thereby strictly speaking not real-time. By combining the two methods and decreasing the data acquisition time by a factor of $K M$, CFMs of three-dimensional volumes in real-time become feasible.
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